face singularity of type ,l n _i. This relation between the Hirzebruch surfaces with n points blown up and simple surface singularities of type A n^ is similar to the relation between Del Pezzo surfaces and simple surface singularities of type E (see Remark 5.4) . In order to define a period mapping, we fix a meromorphic 2-form co on 36. Denote by AciS the discriminant variety of p and by SiX (t^S\A) the anticanonical divisor on the fiber % t such that the restriction of o) to the fiber 36j has poles only along S) £ . The fundamental group ;ri(5\A) of the space S\A is isomorphic to the Artin group associated to the extended Dynkin diagram of type A n^l ([11] ). The monodromy group or the image of the monodromy representation of 7Ti(S\A) on the second homology group of &\®t is isomorphic to the affine Weyl group W of the root system of type /i n _i. The group 7U 1 (S\A) acts on the period domain as an affine transformation group which is isomorphic to W.
It is a pleasure to acknowledge many helpful discussions with Ikuo Satake about the work in this paper. I would also like to thank K. Irie for calculating the ranks of the homology groups of 36^^ and for helpful conversation about questions in topology. I finally express my gratitude to I. Naruki and K. Saito for giving me many valuable suggestions. § 2. Hirzebruch Surfaces with Several Points Blown up
We denote by I n , n^O, the n-th Hirzebruch surface or the rational ruled surface with invariant n. The surface I n is a P^-bundle over P 1 . For n^l, 2 n are obtained by desingularising the projective cone Y in P n+1 over a nonsingular rational curve of degree n which lies in a hyperplane of p n+l . Especially 2 0 is P i xP l . The Hirzebruch surfaces have only one ruling except for J 0 (see e.g. [1, Chap. V. 4] , [6, Chap. V] ). For n^l, let TT : I n -P 1 be the ruling and S the unique section with S-S= -n.
For later use, we shall give another realization of £ n . £ n is isomorphic to the variety in The transition functions among these coordinates are given by (2.5) Definition 2.1. We say that n points P l9 ••• , P n of 2 n are 'in general position' if no two of them lie on a fiber and no one lies on the section S.
Remark 2.2. For n^l, let 0:£ n -^Y be the morphism obtained by desingular ising the projective cone Y in P n+1 . If n points P lf •••, P n of 2 n are in general position, the n points Q t =0(P t ), l^i^n, are contained in a unique hyperplane H such that H does not pass the vertex of Y and the intersection Hc\Y is an irreducible nonsingular curve. By Bertini's theorem, the set of hypersurfaces H such that Hf^Y is an irreducible nonsingular curve is an open dense subset of the complete linear system H\, considered as a projective space. Therefore the set of the points (P lf •••, P n } in general position is an open dense subset of the variety I n X ••• xS n (n times).
From now on, we assume that n^l. Let P lf ••• , P n be n points of 2 n in general position and P\Xn->Sn the morphism obtained by blowing up these n points. Let / and s be the linear equivalence classes of the total transforms of a fiber of TT and the section S respectively. Let E lf •••, E n (E i =7j:~1(P i )) be the exceptional curves and e lf ••-, e n the linear equivalence classes of them. Then we have (see e. g. [6, Chap. V]) y =Q, bi^O (1^'^n), (ii) *=0, y=l, 6i=0(l^*^n), or (iii) x^ny, y>0, &,N otation 2.4. Let D be an anticanonical divisor on X n whose irreducible components are the proper transforms F, F' of two distinct fibers F, F' of the projection n: I n -»P l not containing P 1} ••• , P n , the proper transform S of the section S, and the proper transform C of the section C of TT with C 2 =w which passes through P lf ••• , P n . We shall give an order FI, F 2 to these two components F, F' and call it an orientation of the divisor By b(.Y n ) we denote the set of such anticanonical divisors. Since the linear equivalence classes of FI, F 2 , S, C are /, /, s, and nf+s-e^ -••• -e n respectively, the linear equivalence class of D is (w+2)/+2s-e l -••• -e n . Thus D is an anticanonical divisor on X n . Definition 2.5. Let X n and X' n be surfaces obtained by blowing up n points in general position of I n .
For D=Fi+F B +S+CcEb(Z n ) and Z>'-, if there exists an isomorphism 0: Z n -»X' n such that )=F{ (i=l, 2), then we say that the pairs (X n , D) and (X' nt D'} are isomorphic.
We next consider the isomorphic classes of the pairs (X n , D). Throughout this section, we assume that n^2. We shall study the homology groups of the surfaces X n and X n^D (D=F l J rF 2 -}-S+C^b(X n^ with integral coefficients. The root systems of type A n -i can be realized in the homology groups of X n . The realization is similar to that of the root systems in the homology groups of Del Pezzo surfaces and certain rational surfaces ( [8] , C?]).
We consider the homology exact sequence :
We extend the intersection form in H 2 (X n ; Z) to H 2 (X n ; Z)® Z R-Let We next consider the second homology group H 2 (X n \D ; Z). By Proposition 3.1, we have the short exact sequence
Let Ei=p-l (Pi) and Ej^p-^Pj) be the exceptional curves and Bi=Eir\C. Let T be a closed tubular neighborhood of C in ,Y n such that Tr\E t and Tr\Ej are fibers. Let 7 be an injective path in C from BI to 5 y and let (3.4) r fl^= (£ i \(£ t nT))u3T| r U(£A(^nT)).
We can take the orientation such that F it j is homologous to E t -Ej in ^n. (
1) Let u l be the homology class of N t in H 2 (X n \D; Z) and fjt t the homology class of MI in H B (X n , X n \D ; Z). Then we have
Proof. By (2.5), (3.6), and (3.7), we have (1). It follows from the duality theorem that 
Proof. Since is a basis of the lattice Q (Proposition 3.1), we have, by (3.3),
The intersection numbers of these generators are given as follows: since -0, we have
, otherwise. § 4 e Torelli Theorem for the Pairs (X n , D]
We now prove a Torelli theorem for the pairs (X n , D), where X n (n^2) is the blowing up of I n at n points P lt ••• , P n in general position and is a marked anticanonical divisor on X n . The formulation is similar to that of [7] .
Let ^ be a generator of H 3 (X n) X n \D ; Z) and 
We now have the Torelli theorem for the pairs (X n , D}.
Theorem 4.3. Let p:X n -^2 n (resp. p'lX'n-^Sn) be the morphism obtained by blowing up n points P lf ••• , P n (resp. P(, ••• , P' n } in general position and j9<= b(X n ) (resp. D'^(X' n }) with the marking D^Fo+F^+S + C (resp. D' = F' Q +F' 00 + S' + C') associated with the homology class v e H z (X n \D', Z} (resp. v' Ĥ 2 (X'v\D'; Z)) (see Notation 4.2). Let T v (resp. Xl<) be the character of the root lattice defined by (4.3). // <p: H z (X
c^*^7')-H», then there exists an isomorphism 0: X n -+X' n which induces <p and maps F 0 to FJ, Foo ^ F«, C ^ C, anrf S to S'. Proo/ 8 Let Q (resp. QO and J? (resp. R') be the root lattice and the root system defined in Section 3. It follows from the condition (1) and the Proposition 3.1 that
<P(Q)=Q',
Let E l =p-1 (P l ) and e l its class in H 2 (X n ; Z). By (1), e(=tp(e l ) is the class of the exceptional curve on X' n and let E( be the exceptional curve for p' corresponding to the class e(. We change the suffixes of P{, ••• , P' n in such a way that E(=(p'Y\P(). It follows from the condition (2) and (4.4) that Thus the theorem follows from the Proposition 2.6.
A Family of the Hirzebruch Surfaces with n Points Blown up
Let T be a maximal torus of SL(n, C) (n^2) and W the Weyl group of SL(n, C), which is isomorphic to the symmetric group -3 n of degree n. The quotient space S=T/W is isomorphic to C n~l . In this section, we construct a family of Hirzebruch surfaces with n points blown up over S. For t= (a lf .-, a n , 1 
The manifold £ is obtained by glueing °U lt l<i<J4, as follows:
Let ^5: X-»S be the projection to S. Proof. For *'=£!, <U, has no singular point. Let ^ (resp.
L^2
) be the open set defined by /£^0 (resp. ^^0) in ^Uj. 
Then

)). Let
S' -{seSjthe fiber 3s is nonsingular} .
The fiber 3s, seS 7 , is isomorphic to the n points blowing up of the Hirzebruch surface. Let 3 be the open subspace of ci/i defined by ^0, then 3~*S can be regarded as a semi-universal deformation of simple surface singularity of type ,in-i. The fiber 3s is a compactification of 3s-If st^S 7 , the complement 3s\3s has three components F' , S and C 0 , which are the divisors in Proposition 5. The symmetric group @ n of degree n acts on T by permutations of coordinates and its quotient space is isomorphic to S 1 :
By the definition of A, we have (6.1) S'
Let 1 be the Lie algebra of T and t c its complexification
Then the kernel of exponential mapping exp: i c -»T is 2x^-lQ, where
Therefore we have where ©" acts on i c by permutations of coordinates and Q acts on t c by translations :
We denote by W the group Qxi(S n . It is isomorphic to the affine Weyl group of the root system of type A n^ (see [2] 
The following result has been proved by Nguyen Viet Dung.
Theorem 6.1 ([11]
). The fundamental group TTi(S') has a presentation with generators cr 0 , a lf -• , a n -i and relations'.
TTijy times m,ij times
The loop corresponding to the generator a % can be given as follows (see [11] ). Let The group W* generated by the reflections w a *,k in the hyperplanes Z,J*. ft (a* is isomorphic to the affine Weyl group of the root system of type We associate a point f-S' with an element ft cEHom z (// 2 (36t 0 \ ( 3)t 0 ; Z, C) as follows : let rco where [7] is the homology class of y and (/)# is the mapping induced by the parallel displacement along the path from t 0 to t which represents i. Thus we have a mapping ft05 (o \3) to ; Z), C) .
We call £P the period mapping for p : F->S'. Let fi be the affine subspace of Horn CHa(& 0 \S)« 0 ; Z), C) defined by (6.8). The fundamental group 3Ti(S', ^0) acts on Q as affine transformations as in Corollary 6.3. Let L*,., k be the hyperplane in F* defined by (6.9) and put where the action of T^=G on ft(36«\®« ; Z) is given by the same formula in Theorem 6.2.
Let v, a t be the homology classes of 2-cycles N, F lll+ i on & 0 \©t 0 defined in Section 6. Then It follows from /i^O, / 2^0 , and (7.7) that the mapping (a^ ••• , a n _i)-(A'I, •••, *n-i) is locally biholomorphic. It follows from the bijectivity of & that 5* is biholomorphic. The action of the monodromy group G on S' and Q' are equivariant and G acts on these spaces freely. Therefore 5" induces an isomorphism S'sfl'/G and the theorem is proved.
